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We invite you to contribute 
by crafting a square patch 
that will join hundreds of 
others to make a giant set 
of curtains for the Lyceum, 
Edinburgh. 

these curtains will 
be used to reopen 
the theatre

which will be when 
it will be…



instructions/
step 1/
all you need to do is think of something you love 
about going to the theatre

: it might be/
a physical thing
a feeling you have
a particular play you have seen
a visual image you remember
a word or phrase or line from a play
a part of the buidling
a person you go with
a detail of the experience
or anything else

thought of something?

step 2/
now express that onto a square patch of fabric 
or paper (see following pages)
don’t panic: you do not have to be an artist 
(although everyone is)

: you can/
draw it
stitch it
print it
embroider it
quilt it
paint it
write it
stick it
photograph it

*you can take 5 minutes or as long as you like.
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step 3/
: option a/ you can
send your fabric square to us in the post to:
Curtain-Up
Royal Lyceum Theatre
30 Grindlay Street
Edinburgh EH3 9AX

or : option b/ you can
upload your design at www.lyceum.org.uk/curtain-up

and we will either forward it to someone who will enjoy 
making it or we will print it out onto fabric for you.

please tell us if you would like to be a volunteer maker 
who can craft other peoples’ designs by emailing 
curtainup@lyceum.org.uk

please do tell us the story of your patch in about 
100 words:

that’s it!/
your beautiful contribution will be pieced together with 
hundreds of others to create a communal physical 
object. We are also hosting a visual archive of all the 
contributions online so you can zoom-in and enjoy each 
others’ work in detail. You can access this here: 
www.lyceum.org.uk/curtain-up

and of course do join the #curtain-up conversation on:
instagram @lyceumedinburgh  
facebook - @lyceumtheatre
twitter - @lyceumtheatre
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the template/
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15cm
15cm

please leave a border of at least 1cm all the way round / thank you
please leave a border of at least 1cm all the way round / thank you



examples to inspire/
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“I love being able to have a good cry 
in the theatre and am often moved to 
tears by a performance, the story or 
just something that resonates. It can 
be sadness or ‘blues’ or tears of 
laughter or joy. Either way, very 
healthy.”

“I love that I always bump into this 
lovely couple of friends at the 
theatre. (You know who you are)."

“Interval drinks."

“The arched entrance to the 
downstairs bar at the Lyceum is like 
a funnel between the cool foyer and 
the busy space below. I like the 
stripes the bar, carpet and mirrors 
make. But more than this, I like how 
you always bump into someone you 
know on the steps, really I should get 
out of the way.”

“I love the way theatre makes me 
change my opinions about 
something or how it is presented. 
I always find video or projection 
di�cult on stage, because I feel like 
I am being asked to watch two 
di�erent visual realities at the same 
time. But oooh, the seas of SOLARIS 
made me think again.”

“I love being part of a big gang 
applauding actors for telling us 
stories about ourselves."

Drawing Painting Collage

Potato Print Patchwork Embroidery

see www.lyceum.org.uk/curtain-up for more


